


3 GOALS:
1. Help ChatGPT Learn Your Brand 
Voice & Know Your Biz Inside and Out! 

2. Better Results with My P.R.O.M.P.T. 
Formula! 

3. Shre Personal Examples of How I’m 
Using ChatGPT to Inspire More Uses for 
You!



SETTING UP CHATGPT

www.maxai.me 
(To use ChatGPT 4 with web 

search for Google) 

chat.openai.com 
(I’m using ChatGPT+ for $20mo) 

http://www.maxai.me
http://chat.openai.com


1.YOUR BRAND VOICE
Help ChatGPT Learn



HOW TO BUILD 
A LN CANV

Get Clear on Your Brand Voice

The Lean Canvas is a one-page business plan 
template that helps you deconstruct your idea 
into its key assumptions. It's adapted from 
Alex Osterwalder's Business Model Canvas





K CHATGPT TO LP YOU 
BUILD YOUR LN CANV

STEP 1:

PROMPT: Take on the role of my business coach and help me create a 
Lean Canvas so that you will better understand and duplicate my brand 
voice and mission. 



THIS IS HOW WELL IT 
SHOULD KNOW YOU:



SETTINGS
Under Custom Instructions: 

What you want ChatGPT to know: 
•Your brand voice 
•Your key message 
•Your offerings 
•Your Mission 

How ChatGPT Responds: 
•Always ask me follow up questions whenever it 
would help you give me a better response

NEXT UP:



2. BETT INPUT = 

BETT OUTPUT

Help ChatGPT Help You



USE MY PROMPT FORMULA
Persona: Clarify the role and level of expertise/experience you want the AI to emulate. 

Requirement: Define the specific task or information you need, examples amplify! 

Outcome:  Specify not only the type of outcome but also the reason behind the need for such an 
outcome to ensure that the end goal aligns with strategic objectives 

Mining: Ask ChatGPT to follow up with questions to help you get a better response  

Parameters: Set boundaries or specific conditions for the info and or how to deliver it back 

Tone: Choose the tone or style you want the information to be delivered. Pro Tip: Explain the 
feeling you want portrayed. 



PONA
Tell it who you need it to be: 

•Be an expert copywriter speicializing in the story brand 
method 

•Be a successful founder 
•Be my business coach specializing in helping mompreneurs. 
•Be an expert sales copywriter trained in the Story Brand 
Method 

•Be a CFO 
•Be a Life Coach



Tell it what you require! It can’t give you what you 
don’t ask for. 

• “I need a list of the top 5 productivity apps” 
• “I need an 18 month plan, broken down into 3 month 
increments” 

• “I need 10 titles with emojis that are captivating and 
clickable” 

• “Create an acronym with X word that solves Y problem”  
• “Create a 7 day meal plan and grocery list that is designed 
for high protein, minimal refined carbs”

REQUIREMENTS



OUTCOME
Tell ChatGPT what your goal is: 

•These apps should help busy mompreneurs feel more 
productive and less distracted 

•This plan should allow me to be conversationally fluent in 
Spanish in 18 months 

•These titles are for my newsletter and should increase open 
rates 

•This acronym will be used in my TED Talk 
•This meal plan should use easy, minimal ingredients and can 
be prepared in 30 minutes or less.



MINING
Get CHatGPT to mine for more details! 

“Please ask me follow-up questions… 

•what would help you better understand the tone I want in 
my copy.” 

•about my learning style.” 
•to help you give me a better response” 



Be clear about what you want in return: 

•Break down the plan into 3-month increments over 18 
months 

•Deliver your response formatted as a Markdown list 
•Write a brief guide on making a smoothie formatted in HTML 
•Deliver it in an outline format with headings and subheadings 
•Deliver in the format of a script 
•Present as a graph or table

PARAMET
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EXAMPLE P.R.O.M.P.T.
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EXAMPLES OF HOW 
I'M USING CHATGPT3.

Lets get ideas flowing



VORITE USES

• As a Research Assistant 

• As an Expert Copywriter 

• Writing Podcast Show Notes 

• Helping me brainstorm ideas for show notes 

• Proofing for spelling/grammar (pro tip: 

specify that all changes need to be BOLDED)



LET CHATGPT BE A COACH
Real Use with Leah



PODCT GUEING
Real Use with Leah



MORE THAN CAPTIONS: IT'S 
A SOCIAL MIA PLAN

Real Use with Leah



USE IDS
•Keyword research 
•Website audit 
•Yoast settings 
•Blog content for SEO 
•Instagram Bio 
•Social Media captions with emojis 
•Social Media content plan 
•Technical SEO 
•Tutorials (teach me how to…) 
•Product development research 
•Finding the perfect emojis 
•Shortening text 
•Writing emails/newsletters 

•Creating policies/procedures 
•Scanning content and turning it into social posts 
•Summarizing content 
•Generating knowledge prompts to write 
•Professional bios (full and short) 
•Image prompting 
•Developing customer journey 
•Onboarding processes 
•Capturing testimonials 
•Planning a trip 
•Learning a language 
•Financial calculations 
•Brainstorming ideas 
•Topic title ideas for guesting/speaking 



•millennial 
•expert 
•friend 
•business bestie 
•professional 
•passionate 
•guru 
•business coach 

WRITE IN 
T YLE OF:

•empathetic 
•bold 
•motivational 
•high-energy 
•eco-conscious 
•supportive 
•thought leader 
•Tony Robbins  



Q&A


